I make a case for distinguishing clearly between subjective and objective accounts of undercutting defeat and for rejecting a hybrid view that takes both subjective and objective elements to be relevant for whether or not a belief is defeated. Moderate subjectivists claim that taking a belief to be defeated is sufficient for the belief to be defeated; subjectivist idealists add that if an idealised agent takes a belief to be defeated then the belief is defeated.
is in town. What does your friend's testimony do to your belief that Tom stole the books? Arguably, your friend's testimony reduces or even nullifies your epistemic justification for believing that Tom stole the books. After all, taking your friend's testimony seriously means that you can no longer be sure whether Tom stole the books or whether his twin brother did.
The phenomenon that accounts for the loss of epistemic justification for your belief about Tom is undercutting defeat (Chisholm, 1964; Pollock & Cruz, 1999 ). An undercutting defeater takes away or nullifies support for a given belief without showing that the belief is false. Undercutters are usually distinguished from rebutters, which imply that a given belief is false (Pollock, 1995, p. 85) . In either case, and at the most general level, a defeater causes a belief to cease to be epistemically appropriate (Bergmann, 2006, p. 162) . On the assumption that few, if any, of our beliefs are certain and are formed by non-deductive rather than deductive belief-forming methods, the concept of defeat, of both the rebutting and the undercutting kind, is essential in contemporary epistemology and fallibilism in particular (Spohn, 2012, p. 115) .
However, there is a lacuna in the current understanding of undercutting defeat. The critical question is this: when does new information undercut a belief such that the believer lacks positive justification for maintaining the belief? Recent discussions relevant to this question focused on the question of whether higher-order commitments (such as beliefs) are required for undercutting defeat (Melis, 2014; Sturgeon, 2014) and the question of whether defeaters must be justified (Alexander, 2017; Casullo, 2018) . These discussions imply that defeat is subjective: the subject needs to be aware, in a sense to be specified, that information d defeats her belief that p for her belief that p to be defeated. This paper's main contribution is to raise a novel, two-pronged dilemma for subjectivist accounts of defeat.
Subjectivists, as defined in this paper, rely on either a necessary or a sufficient awareness condition for defeat.
If awareness is necessary for defeat, then unreflective subjects, who form no commitments about the relation between a defeater and the target belief, will be immune from defeat, which is an implausible result. If awareness is sufficient, then either the awareness condition is too weak, because it mistakenly legislates for epistemic ignorance, or, when the condition is strengthened, it can be shown to rely on incompatible intuitions and, moreover, to be inconsistent. In either case, the implication is that subjectivism regarding defeat is false.
In addition to leading to a better understanding of the nature of undercutting defeat, the paper shows how the critical question noted above is of relevance for the recent debate about evolutionary debunking arguments in metaethics, which rely heavily on an often unanalysed notion of undercutting or 'undermining' (Braddock, 2016; Leben, 2013; Lutz, 2018; Silva, 2016) . Once the need for an objectivist account of defeat becomes clear, it can be shown that existing objectivist accounts of defeat are inadequate to substantiate an evolutionary challenge and why such arguments face severe limitations.
Section 2 introduces crucial terminological distinctions. Section 3 discusses the subjectivist approach to undercutting defeat and then substantiates the first horn of the dilemma, which is that strong subjectivism is false. I introduce Bergmann's (2006) representative account of moderate subjectivist idealism regarding defeat in Section 4, revealing the second horn of the dilemma: I show that moderate subjectivism evades the objections against strong subjectivism.
Section 5 contains my argument against moderate subjectivism, revealing the second dilemma: moderate subjectivism is too weak or unsubstantiated. We should be objectivists regarding undercutting defeat. In Section 6, I argue that a popular interpretation of evolutionary debunking arguments in metaethics relies on giving an account of undercutting defeat, but that existing accounts fail. I close by sketching out two strategies to overcome this problem.
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The class of defeaters encompasses two orders: mental state defeaters and propositional defeaters. The focus of this paper is mental state defeaters. Typically, mental state defeaters are beliefs with propositional contents, but experiences can be defeaters too (Bergmann, 2006; Pollock, 1995) . Propositional defeaters are true propositions that would make some of the subject's beliefs unjustified if they were added to a subject's evidence base (e.g. Lehrer & Paxson, 1969) . Some scholars distinguish mental state defeaters from propositional defeaters in terms of an internalist and an externalist account of defeat respectively (Sudduth, 2017) . While internalists regarding justification reject the relevance of propositional defeaters (because they are focused on what is, in fact, part of the subject's evidence base), many externalists regarding justification recognise the need to account for the epistemic significance of mental state defeaters (cf. Beddor, 2015; Grundmann, 2009) . I am focusing on mental state defeaters, so any criterion for defeat must be a function of the mental states of the subject. Let M S be the set of all mental states of S (indexed in time). Thus, within the order of mental state defeaters, whether a belief of S is defeated must depend on M S or some particular mental state within M S , which I will call M Sx .
Within the order of mental state defeaters, there are two families: undercutters and rebutters (the same families can be found in the order of propositional defeaters). A rebutter for S's mental state M Sx , where M Sx is a reason for S to believe that p, is a reason for S to believe that ~p. An undercutter for S's belief that p is a reason for S to doubt or deny that p would be true unless M Sx were true (Pollock & Cruz, 1999, pp. 196, 197) . Because I focus on on mental state undercutters, S must have among its mental states, M S at least a belief (B), a belief base for B (BB), and information that is potentially undercutting (U). Whether S also needs a mental state about the relation between U, BB, and B will depend on whether subjectivism regarding defeat is true.
There are two genera within the family of mental state undercutters: undercutters that defeat doxastic justification and those that defeat propositional justification. One has doxastic justification for one's belief that p just in case one not only possesses propositional justification for believing that p but also believes that p on that basis (cf. Turri, 2010) . I will focus on mental state undercutters that defeat doxastic justification. This leaves open whether mental state undercutters defeat doxastic justification by defeating propositional justification or whether they are limited to defeating doxastic justification (cf. Alexander, 2017) .
Within both genera of mental state undercutters, several species can be distinguished based on the subject's awareness of the relation between the mental state that potentially does the defeating and the target belief. For example, within the set of all of S's mental states, there is the subset of the occurrent mental states, of whose members the subject is presently conscious. Many more distinctions are possible (e.g. non-occurrent but accessible mental states), but focusing on the occurrent mental states is sufficient for this paper (cf. Klenk, 2017) .
Based on this taxonomy, we can distinguish actual from presumed and normative defeaters. Let an actual defeater (of S's belief that p) be a mental state of S that defeats S's justification for believing that p. Let a presumed defeater (of S's belief that p) be a mental state of S to the effect that mental state M Sx defeats the justification of the belief that p. A presumed defeater need not be an actual defeater, that is, it need not affect the epistemic justification of S's belief that p. For example, if S has reason to take p to be defeated by her mental state M Sx but does not take p to be defeated, then S lacks a presumed defeater but may have an actual defeater. Conversely, if S takes her mental state M Sx to defeat her belief that p, but M Sx does not, in fact, defeat her belief that p, S has a presumed defeater but lacks an actual defeater. Finally, let a normative defeater be a mental state M x to the effect that M x defeats the justification of the belief that p, where it is true that S lacks M x and S ought to have M x (cf. Lackey, 2008, p. 45) . Again, whether any normative defeater is an actual defeater depends on the nature of defeat and thus on the question of which form of subjectivism (if any) is true. For example, if awareness of the relation between new information and a target belief is required for defeat, then no normative defeater will be an actual defeater.
The taxonomy allows us to put the key question in slightly different terms and to preview an interesting result of the paper: are presumed defeaters and/or normative defeaters actual defeaters? What we will see is that presumed defeaters are not but also that there are principled reasons against counting both presumed defeaters and normative defeaters as actual defeaters, though there have been attempts to do so.
| SUBJEC TIVIS M ABOUT UNDERCUT TING DEFE AT
| Full-blown subjectivism regarding defeat
The relations between actual, presumed, and normative defeaters depend on the nature of defeat. Let's distinguish between two basic subjectivist accounts of defeat:
Strong subjectivism: If S's mental state M Sx is a defeater for her belief that p, then S believes that M Sx is a defeater for her belief that p.
Moderate subjectivism: If S believes that her mental state M Sx is a defeater with regard to her belief that p, then M Sx is a defeater for her belief that p.
According to strong subjectivism, you must have a belief about or a commitment to the relationship between the alleged defeater and your existing belief for there to be defeat. There are thus no normative defeaters on this view, and failing to realise the relevance of new information for the epistemic status of your beliefs immunises you from defeat. For example, learning that most of the barns around you are fake barns cannot defeat your belief that what you just saw was a barn if you fail to think that you have lost your justification for believing you saw a barn.
According to moderate subjectivism, any presumed defeater counts as an actual defeater. Therefore, there are unjustified defeaters. For example, S's mental state M Sx need not be justified to be an actual defeater of S's belief that p (cf. Alexander, 2017, p. 894) .
1 It is underdetermined whether there are normative defeaters from this perspective.
Let full-blown subjectivism be the conjunction of strong and moderate subjectivism:
Full-blown subjectivism: S believes that her mental state M Sx is a defeater with regard to her belief that p if and only if S believes that M Sx is a defeater with regard to her belief that p.
While strong subjectivism is at odds with many popular theories in contemporary epistemology, such as process reliabilism or evidentialism, moderate subjectivism is not. However, reasonably general considerations about the nature of undercutting defeat support full-blown subjectivism.
Full-blown subjectivism regarding defeat has not been explicitly defended in the literature. However, it can be shown to follow from the higher-order view of undercutting defeat, or the higher-order view for short (Melis, 2014 (Melis, , 2016 Sturgeon, 2014) . The higher-order view is the view that for S's mental state M Sx to defeat her belief that p, S must have a higher-order commitment to the effect that M Sx relates to her belief that p. Higher-order commitments are mental states about one's other mental states. For example, learning about Tom's twin brother being in town will seem epistemically relevant to you only if you are committed to the view that your belief that Tom stole the books depends on your visual apprehension of Tom and that a twin brother will be indistinguishable from Tom from a distance (cf. Sturgeon, 2014, p. 117) . Having such commitments about the grounds of one's beliefs seems required for undercutters to work (Melis, 2014; Sturgeon, 2014) .
It can therefore be shown, first, that the higher-order view entails moderate subjectivism. Consider Sturgeon's (2014) claim that being committed to the view that your belief that p is undercut is sufficient to undercut your belief that p (Sturgeon, 2014, p. 114 The reasons for moderate subjectivism have hitherto not been considered explicitly as reasons for the possibility of the existence of unjustified defeaters; see Alexander (2017) . Doing so might strengthen Alexander's case.
for her belief' (Sturgeon, 2014, p. 116) . Accordingly, merely taking a belief to be undercut, without justification, is sufficient for the belief to be undercut, just as moderate subjectivism has it.
Second, it is a consequence of the higher-order view that subjects that fail to form relevant higher-order commitments are immune from defeat, which entails strong subjectivism. Melis (2014) , for example, writes that 'unreflective agents cannot suffer undermining defeat' (Melis, 2014, p. 441) . Insofar as unreflective agents cannot take a belief to be defeated, Melis's higher-order view leads to strong subjectivism because taking a belief to be defeated turns out to be a requirement for defeat.
Whether strong, moderate, or full-blown subjectivism is true depends partly on the higher-order view, whose truth I will assume for the sake of argument. Neither Sturgeon nor Melis explicitly defend either strong or moderate subjectivism, and their accounts could be amended to include, for example, a requirement for higher-order commitments to be justified or rational.
| Reasons against subjectivism: Casullo's objection
As it stands, however, subjectivism faces serious objections raised by Casullo (2018) . This section aims at showing that Casullo's argument falls short of establishing the falsity of moderate subjectivism while retaining an important insight brought out by his argument: strong subjectivism is false.
Casullo (2018) argues that subjectivism is both 'too strong' and 'too weak' (Casullo, 2018 (Casullo, , pp. 2901 (Casullo, , 2902 :
it is too strong because it allows unjustified mental states to count as defeaters and too weak because it allows unreflective subjects to evade defeat. Let me briefly recap Casullo's two main points that are relevant to the key question of this paper. First, he notes (Casullo, 2018 (Casullo, , pp. 2900 (Casullo, , 2901 :
if S presupposes that others are unreliable, she frees herself from having to consider any evidence from sources other than herself … Hence, accepting the view that unjustified beliefs retain their power to defeat results in implausibly low standards for justified beliefs.
Second, subjectivism allows epistemically irresponsible subjects to immunise themselves from defeat (Casullo, 2018 (Casullo, , p. 2902 :
If one has a justified belief that some source S is unreliable, one can reject any other belief merely by believing that it is based on source S. Conversely, one can insulate one's beliefs from undercutting defeaters to the effect that some source S is unreliable merely by refraining from believing that any of one's beliefs are based on source S.
In both points, Casullo objects to the existence of unjustified defeaters because they mistakenly legitimise ignorance of new information. There are thus cases that look like cases of defeat, but the subjective account is incapable of explaining why they are cases of defeat.
However, Casullo's objections fall short of establishing the need for a thoroughly non-subjectivist or objectivist account of undercutting defeat. Let an objectivist account of undercutting defeat be the view that taking a belief to be defeated is neither sufficient nor necessary for that belief to be defeated. A moderate subjectivism can be amended, as suggested at the end of Section 3.2, to evade Casullo's objections, which can be seen in Bergmann's account of undercutting defeat (Bergmann, 2006 (Bergmann, , 2009 . Casullo (2018) mainly discusses Sturgeon (2014) , but in a footnote he asserts that ' [Bergmann's] position is open to the objection I present against Sturgeon' too (Casullo, 2018 , p. 2900 ).
In the next section, I take up Casullo's claim and show that it is incorrect. Casullo's objections are efficacious against strong subjectivism only. Bergmann does not defend a strong subjectivist view but a moderate subjectivist one, which evades the objections levelled against it by Casullo. Although strong subjectivism appears to fail, moderate subjectivism might still be an option. We can restate Bergmann's idea in the terms outlined above: inconsistencies within M S , the subject's set of mental states, rationally compel the subject to make adjustments to M S because the relations between mental states in M S determine what one is justified in believing. Just as moderate subjectivism has it, any presumed defeater counts as an actual defeater on Bergmann's account.
| MODER ATE SUBJEC TIVIS M ABOUT UNDERCUT TING DEFE AT
Bergmann explains the defeating power of presumed defeaters in reference to a properly functioning system (cf. Bergmann, 2006, p. 134) . Support for the NPDC condition depends on the intuition that a properly functioning system would reject any beliefs the system takes to be undercut by a presumed defeater and that the nature of a properly functioning system thus explains why presumed defeaters are actual defeaters (Bergmann, 2009, p. 344 ).
In addition, Bergmann counts both presumed and normative defeaters as actual defeaters (Bergmann, 2006, 
it is not only presumed defeaters which are actual defeaters; there are also times when a person doesn't have a presumed defeater but she should have one. In that case, she too has an actual defeater.
By counting both presumed and normative defeaters as actual defeaters, Bergmann presents a remarkable version of moderate subjectivism that can be dubbed subjectivist idealism because it adds an idealised element to the conditions for undercutting defeat.
Bergmann explains that the defeating power of normative defeaters is based on the nature of a properly functioning system. Whether the belief that p is justified depends on the proper function of the cognitive system that generated the belief that p. So, depending on which belief a properly functioning human with M S would take to be undercut (if any) in response to new information determines which belief is indeed undercut (Bergmann, 2006, p. 174 functioning subject might take M Sd to be defeated, in which case S, depending on his proper function, has a defeater for the belief that his opponent is unreliable. In short, Casullo's objection that subjectivism regarding defeat allows epistemic ignorance does not apply to subjectivist idealism: properly functioning subjects would not form beliefs in an epistemically irresponsible way. In turn, subjectivist idealism need not allow actual subjects to be epistemically ignorant.
Therefore, Casullo's objections fail against subjectivism enriched by an idealist component. It might seem as if subjectivist idealism is a good way of viewing undercutting defeat. However, this is not so, as the next section shows.
| AG AINS T MODER ATE SUBJEC TIVIS M
| The subjectivist idealist approach is unmotivated
Subjectivist idealism would vindicate the epistemic power of presumed defeaters because of the primacy of subjectivity:
The primacy of subjectivity: the defeat status of S's mental states depends on what S takes his or her defeat status to be.
The primacy of subjectivity principle explains the intuitions invoked by Sturgeon (2014) , Melis (2014) , and Bergmann (2006) in response to the cases discussed above: whenever a subject takes a belief to be defeated, it can no longer justifiably maintain the belief. Paraphrasing the subjectivist's insight, one cannot reasonably maintain that one has no grounds for believing that p and p at the same time. As already noted above, this view might cause problems in the broader context of theories about justification, as neither process reliabilism nor evidentialism, for instance, can easily be combined with this view.
The defeating power of normative defeaters is defended in reference to an objectivist criterion (which is proper function, in Bergmann's case). There being two different kinds of defeaters is not a problem per se. There might be a purely subjective kind of defeat, applicable in some contexts, such as in a court of law. However, insofar as justification is not entirely subjective, and Bergmann does not think that justification is entirely subjective, we must give a non-subjectivist account of defeat in cases where it seems that S should have a defeater. Subjectivist idealism does not do this, as I will show in this section.
Consider that S will have a certain degree of epistemic justification, which might be zero, for any of her beliefs.
Bergmann has to say that normative defeaters affect S's epistemic justification, since that is what allows him to escape Casullo's objection. However, Bergmann also claims that presumed defeaters affect S's epistemic justification. What is the relation between both kinds of defeaters? Bergmann maintains that if either S has a believed defeater for the belief B or S has a normative defeater for B then B is defeated for S.
I object that the explanation of why a presumed defeater is epistemically relevant is different from the explanation of why a normative defeater is epistemically relevant. These explanations cannot be reconciled because the primacy of subjectivity (which explains the defeating power of presumed defeaters) implies that normative defeaters are not actual defeaters, and the idealist criterion (which explains the defeating power of normative defeaters) implies that presumed defeaters are not actual defeaters.
To elaborate, consider that the primacy of subjectivity captures something intuitively appealing about the epistemic effects of holding some belief vividly. Try imagining that you are a brain-in-a-vat (BIV). Could you still rationally maintain that you have hands? As we have seen, Bergmann thinks that the answer is no (Bergmann, 2005, p. 425) .
You might feel a Peircean worry that it is impossible for humans to really believe a sceptical scenario as radical as the BIV scenario, and thus discount the relevance of the BIV example. But more mundane scenarios lead to similar results:
Steve enthusiastically starts a new office job. All goes well in the first weeks and, because of his positive self-image, Steve believes that he'll probably make it through the three-month probationary period. However, four weeks into the job, Steve's partner of just two months ends their relationship. Steve sinks into a deep depression. No one, Steve believes, can bear his company for longer than two months. At the same time, nothing changes at work. His colleagues continue to be open and friendly; his boss seems satisfied. In light of his belief that nobody can cope with him, Steve wonders how he could ever believe that he'll make it through the probationary period. After all, who would want to hire an awful person like him? Steve, therefore, no longer believes that he'll make it through the probationary period and, to be on the safe side, he starts applying for a new job.
Steve's break-up does not tell us, or him, anything about his suitability as an office clerk and his chances of keeping the job. Suppose that a properly functioning human would have kept both issues, job performance and private relationship, apart. Still, taking Steve's perspective on the issue seriously, there is a clear sense in which Steve's world view after his break-up makes it reasonable for him to revoke the belief that he'll make it through the probationary | 9 KLENK period. So, given Steve's world view, he should no longer believe that he'll make it through the probationary period.
This intuition seems triggered by the primacy of subjectivity: Steve must feel a kind of internal pressure, an urge to disbelieve that he will make it through the probationary period.
The distinction between proper function and the internal perspective could be drawn using a distinction between internal and external rationality. According to Plantinga (2000, pp. 110-112) , internal rationality has to do with what goes on in belief formation 'downstream from experience', whereas external rationality is broader in that it depends on what goes on in belief formation before experience. Bergmann (2009, p. 337) uses this idea to define a belief as 'internally rational iff it is an epistemically appropriate response to the subject's mental states'
and 'externally rational iff the believer's cognitive processing mechanisms are working as they epistemically should be in producing the belief'. Steve's belief might be internally rational but not externally rational.
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However, if we prize the primacy of subjectivity in deciding about presumed defeaters, then it seems mistaken to hold that subjects without a presumed defeater, with a perfectly harmonious inner economy, also have an actual defeater. According to the subjectivist idealists' grounds for defending the relevance of presumed defeaters, the perfectly harmonious inner epistemic economy of a subject who fails to believe a normative defeater (but does not notice that one exists) should take precedence. It is ad hoc to uphold a commitment to idealism. Subjectivist idealism defers to the actual agent (such as Steve) when it comes to assessing the effects of held beliefs, but the component containing idealist views defers to the properly functioning agent (certainly not Steve) when it comes to assessing the effects of non-existing beliefs. However, we want to know why some mental states are defeaters, and subjectivist idealism gives differing explanations for presumed defeaters and normative defeaters.
Bergmann might reply that the explanation for the defeating power of presumed defeaters and normative defeaters is the same: in each case, there is a violation of the requirement that beliefs be produced in accord with the right kind of proper function. Bergmann's reply might seem promising. A presumed defeater is an actual defeater because any design plan that might confer epistemic justification must require the believer not to believe B when the believer takes B to be defeated. A normative defeater is an actual defeater of S's beliefs because it might be the proper function of S to take such information to be a defeater.
However, Bergmann's reply does not resolve the problem but merely moves it. Why believe that proper function can produce justified belief only if a design plan specifies proper function such that S does not hold B if S takes B to be inappropriate? The answer to this question must be that the totality of S's mental states determines the defeat status for S's beliefs. Here we look to internal rationality to find out what defeat is. But the reason why normative defeaters are actual defeaters on Bergmann's account is that this is what proper function might require, and here we end up citing external rationality as that which determines defeat. We still end up with fundamentally different explanations of the defeating power of presumed defeaters and normative defeaters.
| The subjectivist idealist approach is unsubstantiated
The differing explanations of undercutting defeat offered by subjectivist idealism lead to a deeper problem, which causes Bergmann's subjectivist idealism either to yield conflicting verdicts about defeat or to succumb to Casullo's objections after all.
To begin with, note that defeaters can themselves be defeated by so-called defeater-defeaters (there are also defeater-defeater-defeaters, and so on). Every case of undercutting defeat by a presumed defeater can therefore also be described as a case of undercutting defeat by way of a normative defeater. Consider a briefer version of Steve's case:
ActuAl: Steve bel ieves that he wil l make it through the probationary period. Later, Steve bel ieves, without evidence, that nobody can cope with him for longer than two months (M S1 ). Steve takes M S1 to defeat his belief that he will make it through the probationary period.
Now consider the same case in which the actual Steve is compared with a hypothetical, properly functioning Steve:
HypotHeticAl: Steve bel ieves that he wil l make it through the probationary period. Later, Steve bel ieves, without evidence, that nobody can cope with him for longer than two months (M S1 ). Steve*, Steve's properly functioning counterfactual self, believes that the fact that nothing changed at work gives him no reason to believe that he will not make it through the probationary period (M S1 *). M S1 * defeats M S1 , leaving the epistemic status of Steve's belief that he will make it through the probationary period unchanged.
Bergmann has to say that in HypotHeticAl, we take the totality of Steve's* mental states, M S1 *, to be decisive in deciding whether Steve has a defeater. Otherwise, we end up with the objections raised by Casullo. However, taking M S1 * to be decisive does not fit well with Bergmann's commitment to the primacy of the subjective, which would take M S1 to be decisive. So, we seem committed to an objectivist view of defeat after all.
The same point can be made about belief revision. Recall that Bergmann's account implies that a subject with a normative defeater ought to form a mental state (be it belief or commitment) about the relation between the defeater and the target belief (e.g. 'my realisation D shows that I ought to give up B'). In the case of a normative defeater, subjectivist idealists thus ask the subject to add something to his belief base. In the case of an actual defeater, however, the situation appears analogous. The subject has formed a mental state, R, about the relation between two other mental states, but R is misleading: the new information does not imply what the subject thinks it does. Still, a properly functioning subject, Bergmann will say, would react to this set of mental states by rejecting the target belief. At the same time, however, the subject has a normative defeater too. Given M S , the subject better rejects the misleading mental state. So, since normative defeaters are actual defeaters, Bergmann's account will lead to contradictions in some cases: the mental state D will be an actual defeater in virtue of being a presumed defeater, and it will not be an actual defeater in virtue of being defeated by a normative defeater.
Therefore, even setting aside that the explanation for why presumed defeaters and normative defeaters are actual defeaters marks only an arbitrary distinction, that distinction cannot be substantiated. It leaves subjectivist idealists unable to tell whether a belief is undercut or not and thus the view should be rejected as an account of defeat.
| LIMITS OF E VOLUTI ONARY UNDERCUT TING OF MOR ALIT Y AND T WO WAYS FORWARD
| Evolutionary explanations of morality as undercutting defeaters for moral beliefs
The rejection of subjectivism regarding defeat has repercussions for the debate about the metaethical implications of evolutionary explanations of morality. Several scholars have taken evolutionary explanations to undercut objectivist moral beliefs. It is argued that some, if not all, human moral beliefs are the product of evolutionary forces: we were selected for having useful rather than true moral beliefs. 4 Learning about the evolutionary origin | 11 KLENK of our moral beliefs undercuts their prima facie justification, or so the challenge goes (cf. Klenk, 2018a; e.g. Braddock, 2016; Leben, 2013; Lutz, 2018; Silva, 2016) .
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On a subjectivist account, that would suffice to undercut moral beliefs that can be explained by evolution.
However, in summary, because subjectivist accounts of defeat fail, existing attempts to use evolution to defeat moral objectivism fail, too. At best, we do not know whether or why evolution undercuts objectivist moral beliefs.
A concrete example of moral beliefs explained by evolution concerns beliefs about parental obligations.
Simplifying some empirical details, the belief that parents have an obligation to care for their children plausibly motivated caring for children and thereby increased the chance of rearing healthy offspring (cf. Klenk, 2018a, pp. 116, 117) . Hence, the story goes, we ultimately believe that parents have an obligation to care for their children because of our evolutionary history and independently of whether parents really have such an obligation. After all, we would believe that parents ought to care for their children even if the moral truths were different; and we would think differently about parental obligations had we taken a different evolutionary path (where, say, infanticide was evolutionarily advantageous, as in some bee colonies). The evolutionary genealogy of the belief about parental obligations allegedly shows a worrying disconnect between the belief and its truth-makers and thereby undercuts the belief's prima facie justification.
The evolution-as-an-undercutter characterisation, or the evolutionary undercutting challenge for short, relies on the controversial assumption that moral beliefs are prima facie justified. It grants that there is some way in which moral beliefs can be justified, which is not a trivial matter. Many objections to moral objectivism turn on arguments to the effect that objective morality is peculiar so it is impossible to have justified beliefs about it in the first place (cf. Sinnott-Armstrong, 2006) . Therefore, the evolutionary undercutting challenge promises to be dialectically effective: it may show that moral objectivism fails even if one of its crucial assumptions are granted.
However, to make good on the promise and to pursue the evolutionary challenge against moral objectivism, it must be shown why information about the evolutionary origins of our moral beliefs undercuts moral beliefs. Here the argument of this paper connects with the debunking debate: to make the evolutionary undercutting challenge work, we need to know when new information undercuts a belief.
Revealing the inadequacy of a subjectivist account has prevented a straightforward answer: taking one's belief that p to be defeated is not sufficient for one's belief that p to be defeated. In light of the inadequacy of a subjectivist account of defeat, we must look for alternative objectivist explanations of defeat. The next section aims at showing that there is currently no objectivist account of undercutting defeat that substantiates the evolutionary undercutting challenge.
| No adequate account of undercutting defeat currently exists
Recall that an objectivist account of undercutting defeat must explain why S's mental state M Sx takes away the justification of S's mental state p, and the explanation must not reduce to S's taking there to be such a justificationreducing relation between M Sx and her belief that p. My aim for the remainder of this paper will not be to develop such an account but to show why the previous discussion implies that a successful evolutionary undercutting challenge has serious obstacles to overcome.
Of course, the task of finding a suitable objectivist account of defeat raises a methodological question: how do we know whether or not to accept said account? Though I cannot develop a fuller answer in this paper, my argument requires only one general criterion for accepting an objectivist account of undercutting defeat: any reason to give up a belief must indicate a lack of something relevant for a well-formed belief. To illustrate, learning that you did not form your belief that p during a full moon is, all else being equal, not a reason to give up your belief, because forming beliefs during a full moon is not required for reasonable belief. What counts as 'epistemically relevant' is up for debate, but the criterion is useful nonetheless insofar as it rules out accounts that link defeat to something that is epistemically irrelevant.
The next two criteria are specific to setting up an evolutionary undercutting challenge. First, evolutionary explanations of morality must count as undercutters on this account, for otherwise we do not get an evolutionary undercutting challenge. Second, the epistemic principle that motivates the account must be compatible with objectivist moral beliefs being justified in the first place. To illustrate, consider the proposal that M Sx defeats p iff the content of M Sx is that the belief that p is not causally connected with p. Such a view relies on a causal requirement regarding justification. If this were true, beliefs in objective moral facts, which are causally inert, could not be justified in the first place. Since we are assuming that moral beliefs are prima facie justified, such an account would not do, as there would not be any justified objectivist moral beliefs to undercut.
Given these three constraints on objectivist accounts of defeat, it can be shown that even the most promising recent attempts fall short of substantiating an evolutionary undercutting challenge. The problem has already arisen in Pollock's influential definition of undercutting defeat. Pollock defines undercutters as giving reason to S to 'doubt or deny' that S would be in a state M Sx unless p were true (Pollock & Cruz, 1999, pp. 196, 197) . He further clarifies that '"S would not be in state M Sx unless p were true" can be read more simply as "M Sx does not guarantee p"' (Pollock & Cruz, 1999, pp. 197 , emphasis added). Pollock explicitly rejects interpreting the 'guaranteeing' relation between two mental states as a material or causal relation (ibid.), rightly so, for linking undercutting to a causal constraint on justification violates the first, general requirement: causal constraints on justification are widely rejected in epistemology (cf. Lutz, 2018) . A truth-functional relation, in contrast, is congenial to sensitivity or safety requirements for knowledge and justification (and thus satisfies our first requirement), but it can be shown to violate the second requirement: arguments to the effect that moral beliefs are trivially sensitive and very likely to be safe can be interpreted in this light (cf. Clarke-Doane, 2015). These observations suggest that Pollock's account of undercutting defeat is inadequate to underwrite an evolutionary undercutting challenge. Relying on Pollock's framework to raise the aforementioned evolutionary challenge against moral objectivism is thus mistaken (e.g. Braddock, 2016; Leben, 2013; Silva, 2016) .
Promising improvement, Lutz (2018) argues that the relevant sense of 'guaranteeing' should be understood as an explanatory connection. According to Lutz, evidence E 'guarantees' the truth of the belief that p insofar as the best explanation of E entails p. So, an undercutting defeater of your belief that p is based on evidence E is information that fully explains E without implying that p is true. However, Lutz's explanatory connections view fails our third requirement: if an explanatory connection were required, in the form that Lutz envisages, then objectivist moral judgements could not be justified in the first place. Objectivists assume, and debunkers accept for the sake of argument, that there are justified moral beliefs whose truth is not implied by the best explanation of them. If
Lutz were right, then evolutionary explanations of morality would not defeat moral objectivist beliefs because these beliefs would not be justified to begin with. Therefore, the case for an objectivist account of defeat presented in this paper implies that we do not know whether or why evolution undercuts our moral beliefs. There is no reason, then, to give them up, for any account implies either that moral beliefs are not justified to begin with (in which case we do not have an undercutting situation) or that evolutionary explanations of morality do not provide a reason to give up our moral beliefs.
| Two ways forward to raise an evolutionary debunking challenge
The need to develop a suitable objectivist account of defeat to underwrite the evolutionary undercutting challenge is an essential outcome of this paper. Existing discussions of the metaethical implications of evolutionary explanations of morality have taken for granted too much epistemological barrage, notably the applicability of Pollock's account of undercutting defeat. There are two ways to make progress with an evolutionary debunking challenge, which I will briefly sketch out in the remainder of this section.
Naturally, the first option is to develop a suitable objectivist account of defeat to raise an undercutting challenge. This paper has produced significant constraints on developing such an account. Based on the failings of existing accounts of defeat, we can infer that the reason for giving up a belief must be, first, an objective, valid epistemic desideratum that, second, stable beliefs about necessary truths do not vacuously fulfil. Since modal and probabilistic criteria for justification will therefore probably fail, as will causal and explanatory criteria, it may be fruitful to look for virtue-based criteria of justification to underwrite an evolutionary undercutting challenge (cf. Klenk, 2018b) . Presupposing virtue-based criteria for epistemic justification, however, requires further defence and argumentation in the context of moral epistemology.
In light of these obstacles, the second option is to re-evaluate the starting assumptions of evolutionary challenges against morality. In attempting to undercut objectivist moral beliefs, we must first accept that moral beliefs are prima facie justified. However, the failings of existing objectivist accounts of defeat (to substantiate the evolutionary undercutting challenge) give impetus to reconsidering whether this is the best interpretation of the evolutionary challenge after all. Perhaps evolutionary explanations of morality should best be regarded as burden-shifting arguments: rather than taking moral objectivism as the default position to consider in metaethics, they give us reason to consider non-objectivist accounts of morality first. Taking this route requires answering a methodological question about legitimate assumptions in metaethics. Again, the case for objectivist conditions for defeat reveals the importance of this question for evolutionary debunking arguments in metaethics.
| CON CLUS ION
Subjectivist idealism relating to undercutting defeat may rescue a moderate form of subjectivism from objections that affect strong subjectivism. However, adopting an idealist form of moderate subjectivism is no help. Taking on board an idealist component leads to a bifurcation in the subjectivist idealist's concept of defeat. There is no clear way to reconcile the two concepts. Subjectivism in either form is not the right view of undercutting defeat.
This finding has repercussions beyond epistemology. Arguments to the effect that evolutionary explanations of morality undercut moral beliefs rely on an objectivist account of defeat, but no suitable objectivist account exists yet, because such accounts either depend on epistemically irrelevant criteria (such as a causal theory of justification) or they imply that evolution does not undercut objectivist moral beliefs. Therefore, at best, we do not know whether evolution undercuts morality, which shows where the metaethical debate about moral objectivism and the implications of evolutionary explanations of morality depend on open and underexplored epistemological questions about the nature of defeat.
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